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ORIENTEERING IN NEW ZEALAND
Strategic Direction – Our Map for the next 4 years - 2021-2025
Orienteering New Zealand’s beginning can
be traced back to 1973, when a federated
model was established that allowed clubs,
with the support of a national body, to
grow the sport that is now increasingly
recognised as one of the best niche sports
in the country. Fast forward to 2021,
those seeds that were planted in 1973
have flourished and grown to a large
community of passionate orienteers,
who, through the network of clubs, and
the embedded practices and culture that
permeate the sport, deliver hundreds of
quality events around the country every
year.
Whilst progress has been made, the
sport faces threats; volunteer burnout,
competition from other sports, land
access, greater compliance requirements
are just some of the things that could
stifle future growth. However one of
the greatest threats of our time; the
emergence of the global pandemic in
2020, also highlighted the immense
opportunities that can emerge out of such
challenges. Orienteers adapted amazingly
well to Covid, embracing new technologies
and new approaches that enabled the
sport to be sustained. This response to

challenges, and the ability to adapt and
turn these into opportunities, frames the
approach taken for setting the sports
future direction.
This strategic plan, informed by these
issues, focuses in on some of the
significant opportunities that will help
the sport grow, be relevant, modernise
and thrive in the next four years. The plan
represents the collective views drawn
from across the orienteering community
and shapes a direction for the sport which
builds on the strengths and legacy of the
past, whilst positioning the sport for the
future. Although the plan in itself does
not guarantee successful outcomes, it
does act as the map through which we
can apply focused effort and navigate
the way ahead. Through this plan we
will put greater focus on a number of
new areas such as; how we approach
achievement in the sport - expanding our
model of achievement to also include
people who wish to excel at coaching,
event organisation, or technical skills,
as well as athletic achievement. The
growth in adventure sports is a trend
that orienteering can capitalise more
on and capture a broader audience

of participants. Technology will play
an increasingly important role, with
new systems that can help streamline
administration, and other technologies
that enhance the participant experience.
We also see a need for more focus on
areas such as environment, inclusion, and
understanding better how Kaupapa Maori
principles and worldviews can enrich the
sport.
The Orienteering New Zealand Council
is pleased to present this strategic
plan which has been developed in full
consultation with the orienteering
community. This plan, Orienteering’s map
for the next four years, outlines the high
level objectives, or waypoints, that sets the
sports broad direction. The detail of how
we navigate to these objectives will be
determined through the annual business
planning process, which outlines the
actionable steps that we aim to take each
year. Much like how an orienteer plans a
course; we use the map to set our broad
direction, but must adapt to the vagaries
of the terrain which we find along the
way, and all going well, reach a successful
outcome.
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OUR VISION
To enrich lives through the fun, adventure, challenge, achievement, and community that orienteering provides

RESPONSIBILITIES OF ORIENTEERING NEW ZEALAND
Our mission is to see orienteering enjoyed as a “sport for life” by New Zealanders of all ages and abilities, through enabling clubs to
thrive, events to flourish, and where people can find their own sense of adventure, aspiration, community, and fun
We do this by:
• Promoting the sport at a national level which strengthens the brand of orienteering in New Zealand
• Building club capability through the provision of resources, knowledge, training, and advice
• Setting, promoting, and embedding the rules and quality standards which underpin the sport and form the foundation for fair and
high quality orienteering events and competition
• Developing systems and processes that make it easy for people to manage, administer, and participate in orienteering
• Coordinating the allocation and promotion of major events in the national Calendar, and international events happening on New
Zealand soil
• Selecting, coaching, managing and supporting New Zealand teams on the world stage
• Facilitating development pathways and training resources which enable athlete performance at Junior, Elite, and Age Grade levels,
and which build coach capability, and technical expertise
• Forging relationships and connections with key stakeholders which strengthen orienteering in New Zealand
• Leading and facilitating progress with clubs on strategic issues of national importance
• Being socially responsible, and promoting good practices that benefit the community at large, including environmental sustainability,
inclusiveness, and a greater awareness of Kaupapa Maori principles such as kaitiakitanga (environmental guardianship),
manaakitanga (welcoming, helping), kotahitanga (community, unity, togetherness), and an appreciation of the historical significance
of the lands we orienteer on
• Championing the safety and wellbeing of participants involved at all levels of the sport
• Providing effective governance based on listening to and representing member interests, staying abreast of trends and issues
impacting the sport, and through good leadership, decision making, and financial management.
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OUR CULTURE
Our values express the essence of the sport, what has made us
successful and what will support success going forwards. We are
proudly unique, with a strong culture that shapes the orienteering
experience. Our club rooms are the outdoors; the parks, reserves,
farms, forests, and urban areas that events happen in, and which
influences a down to earth, authentic, fun and adventurous vibe.

OUR VISION

To enrich lives through the fun, adventure, challenge, achievement, and community that orienteering provides

OUR MISSION

Our mission is to see orienteering enjoyed as a “sport for life” by New Zealanders of all ages and abilities, through enabling clubs to thrive,
events to flourish, and where people can find their own sense of adventure, aspiration, community, and fun

OUR VALUES

These core values are at the heart of what makes orienteering special
and unique:

Community, Encouragement, Achievement, Wellbeing, Quality

OUR STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

• Community – volunteering, collaborative, greater good, welcoming,
inclusive, family/whanau, relationships
• Encouragement – supporting, empowering, positive, growing,
sharing, learning
• Achievement – fun, excitement, solving problems, sense of
adventure, striving, making things happen, confidence building,
competition
• Wellbeing - outdoors, physical and mental health, positive sense of
achievement, social connection
• Quality – excellence, technical skills, fairness, accuracy, systems and
processes, great participant experience, learning/adapting, value
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1. Sport
development and
participation

2. Club and
community
capability

Orienteering
continues to grow
in popularity, with
more recognition of
it as a sport of choice
for people wanting
a fun and accessible
outdoor recreation
option

We have a thriving
community of capable
clubs and passionate
volunteers delivering
awesome events

3. Performance
and achievement

4. Relationships
and partnerships

5. Strong
organisation

Orienteering offers
opportunities for
people to achieve in
different facets of
the sport, including;
pathways for; high
performing athletes,
coaches, event
organisers and
technical experts

We cultivate
collaborative
relationships
and partnerships
that supports the
long term health
and success of
orienteering

Orienteering New
Zealand delivers value
and results through
effective governance
and operational
leadership
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1. SPORT DEVELOPMENT AND PARTICIPATION
OBJECTIVES

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

OBJECTIVES

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

• Implement effective promotion
strategies that reach more people

• More Kiwi’s recognise orienteering
as a sport, through improved
promotion and marketing

• Reinforce and maintain the
technical standards and practices
that underpin a great orienteering
experience

• Orienteering continues to stand out for delivering
quality events that people enjoy whether they are
small local events or major national ones

• Enable easy access to knowledge,
training, and advice, that lifts club
capability

• Clubs have easy access to knowledge, learning, and
resources, which simplifies their activities and builds
capability at club level

• Make it easier for clubs to host
major events

• The culture and practices encouraged across
the sport enables leadership and initiative to be
demonstrated at every level

• Continue to grow the numbers of
schools and children participating
in orienteering
• Innovate new events and models
of competition that excite
participants.
SUCCESS STATEMENT
Orienteering continues to
grow in popularity, with
more recognition of it as a
sport of choice for people
wanting a fun and accessible
outdoor recreation option

2. CLUB AND COMMUNITY CAPABILITY

• Capitalise on the growth in
other navigation sports such as
adventure racing and rogaining,
and strengthen orienteering’s
brand amongst this wider group of
participants
Establish methods for understanding
how participants experience the
sport, be they established or new
orienteers, to help clubs and
Orienteering New Zealand improve
and develop orienteering for the
future
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• The Orienteering New Zealand
website is effective in moving
people from interested to involved
• Insights taken from participants
about their experience is used
to drive improvements and
innovations in the sport
• Major events showcase the
strength of the orienteering brand
• More schools and more children
participate in orienteering events
• New event formats emerge which
keeps the sport relevant and
aligned with participants interests
• More people enjoy and value
orienteering as a sport that makes
them better in other adventure
and outdoor activities

SUCCESS STATEMENT
We have a thriving
community of capable clubs
and passionate volunteers
delivering awesome events

• Strengthen the volunteer model
and identify practices clubs could
implement to improve volunteer
renewal and reduce burnout
• Ensure there is sufficient bench
strength of mappers so that map
stocks are refreshed and grown in
line with the growth of the sport
• Support the growth of clubs
in New Zealand, making the
sport more accessible to a wider
population

• High-quality major events continue to flourish and
offer the ultimate standard of competition and
challenge, whilst also providing development and a
sense of achievement for organising team members
• A strong culture of volunteering and community
drives sport outcomes, and provides volunteers
with experiences they value and benefit from
• Every club has access to the mappers they need to
ensure they have sufficient maps for their events
• New club development is supported through
making it easy for new clubs to form in new areas
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3. PERFORMANCE AND ACHIEVEMENT

SUCCESS STATEMENT
Orienteering offers
opportunities for people
to achieve in different
facets of the sport,
including; pathways for;
high performing athletes,
coaches, event organisers
and technical experts

OBJECTIVES

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

• Achieve results on the world
stage through an effective high
performance programme for our
top athletes

• Our top athletes perform on
the world stage, inspired by the
success of others before them who
have achieved podium success

• Develop junior athletes through
an effective pathways model that
enables them to perform, and
develop, in a sport they enjoy

• Our junior athletes benefit from
development that makes them
better athletes and people

• Grow coaching talent through a
clear learning pathway, increasing
access to athlete development
for orienteers at every level of the
sport

• Everyone in the sport has the
opportunity to develop, improve,
and achieve outcomes they desire,
as athletes, coaches, leaders,
technical experts, or organisers

• Provide effective programmes
to improve technical expertise
in areas such as controlling,
course planning, mapping, and
orienteering specific digital and
technology skills
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4. RELATIONSHIPS AND PARTNERSHIPS
OBJECTIVES

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

• Maintain and strengthen our
relationships with key partners in
orienteering and sport at a national
and international level

• Orienteering has strong relationships
that enable the sport to grow and
flourish with the help, support and
collaboration of our many partners
and stakeholders.

• Cultivate symbiotic relationships
between Orienteering New
Zealand/clubs and commercial
operators that brings collective
benefit for the sport
SUCCESS STATEMENT
We cultivate collaborative
relationships and
partnerships that supports
the long term health and
success of orienteering

• Support clubs to maintain and build
good relationships with landowners
that safeguards future land access
and respects the history and
ownership of the land
• Cultivate an attitude of kaitiakitanga
which promotes practices that
minimise our impact on the
environment, as well as recognition
of the historical significance of
lands we orienteer on
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• The symbiotic relationship between
orienteering and commercial/private
providers capitalizes on the strengths
of both parties and grows the sport
for the benefit of all participants
• Orienteers are recognised for living
the principles of Kaitiakitanga,
respecting the environment , and
recognising the historical significance
of lands we orienteer on

5. STRONG ORGANISATION
OBJECTIVES

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

• Provide positive, transparent, and
effective leadership that grows the
sport, protects member interests, builds
capability, and upholds the values of the
sport

• Orienteering New Zealand is able to deliver
increasing value through its leadership,
capability, systems, and resources, which
continue to grow and improve

• Build a positive, trusting, and
transparent relationship between
Orienteering New Zealand and
members/clubs
SUCCESS STATEMENT
Orienteering New Zealand
delivers value and
results through effective
governance and operational
leadership

• Strengthen and secure Orienteering
New Zealand’s financial future
• Maximise the opportunities available
through digital/technology, that make
the sport easier to run
• Uphold principles of social
responsibility, specifically;
environmental sustainability,
inclusiveness & diversity, and Kaupapa
Maori principles including kaitiakitanga,
manaakitanga, and kotahitanga
• Improve processes, policies, and
guideline documents that make it
easy for people undertaking national
orienteering work

• The values and culture of orienteering
continue to underpin success at club and
community level
• Orienteering New Zealand continues to be
member led, and is seen as adding value at
National level which clubs on their own could
not provide
• Orienteering New Zealand’s financial position
is strengthened through a diverse portfolio of
income which enables it to continue to invest
in the sport
• Modern digital systems and platforms
improve efficiencies, remove pain points, and
make it easier for administrators, clubs, and
competitors, to participate in the sport.
• Clubs have a greater awareness and
understanding of practices around
environmental sustainability, making the sport
more inclusive, and Kaupapa Maori principles
and how these relate to the sport
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www.orienteering.org.nz

